
VideoLLM-online: Online Video Large Language Model for Streaming Video

Supplementary Material

This supplementary material includes following sections:
• Section A provides an analysis of per-frame chatting.

More specifically, we prompt GPT-4V for video stream-
ing dialogue and compare it with interleaved vision-
language dialogue and our method.

• Section B elaborates on data details, especially on
prompts, including examples of Ego4D Narration Stream,
COIN Dialogue Stream, training and inference prompts,
and evaluation schemes for COIN benchmarks and
Ego4D LTA.

• Section ?? shows the results on Ego4D+COIN stream set.
Meanwhile, we show some demo results from the model
trained with 1 + 3× 3 tokens.

• Section D discusses some limitations of the pa-
per. Please also refer to our released repository at
showlab.github.io/videollm-online for more implementa-
tion details.

A. Analysis to Per-frame Chatting

As shown in Figure 1, we prompt GPT-4V to do the real-
time narration task. In ideal case, we hope the model just
output narration like “cutting vegetables” at the first frame,
since these frames are nearly no change. We use two meth-
ods of prompting: (1) no prompting restriction: this prompt
allows the GPT-4V to output language at every frame, with-
out consideration on the conciseness. See Figure 1 left part,
we can observe that the response of GPT-4V is very lengthy,
making it impossible for real-time usage; (2) with strong
prompting restriction: the right part of the figure suggests
that GPT-4V can be prompted to approach the video stream-
ing dialogue. However, it is still per-frame dialogue and
still cost tokens and times per frame. Moreover, we find it
is not so stable; sometimes there would be obvious halluci-
nation that may not be appeared in GPT-4V level, like “you
are peeling” vs. “you have stopped” at the first and second
frame.

B. More Data Details

B.1. Data Construction

COIN Stream Set. This set is derived from COIN anno-
tations, adapted using our streaming dialogue generation
schemes. Initially, a user query outlines the video’s over-
all task, prompting the model to track and record the activ-
ities shown. The model is then required to watch the video
and provide real-time responses. An example of this pro-
cess is provided in Section B.2. It’s important to note that
this dataset for experiment has a relatively fixed structure

for stable evaluation, i.e., the user query occurs only at the
beginning, which simplifies the evaluation process. How-
ever, the models use for demo, as depicted in Figure 1 of
the paper, is trained with randomized queries, timestamps,
and varying numbers of turns.
Ego4D Narration Stream Set. The annotation process for
Ego4D Narration inherently follows a streaming dialogue
format. Initially, videos are segmented into clips, each with
a maximum duration of five minutes, for the purpose of ac-
quiring narrations. Annotators are then tasked with provid-
ing a concise summary narration, typically 1-3 sentences
long, for each clip. Once they have established an overall
understanding of the clip, they proceed to write detailed,
play-by-play descriptions of the actions. Here we only use
the second part, i.e. the streaming narration. The train-
ing and inference prompts for Ego4D narration, which are
adapted from the original text guidelines provided to anno-
tators, are detailed in Section B.2. Note the narration for
experiments are not refined by Llama; we use the original
narration for stability (but remove special strings like “#C”,
“#O”) .

B.2. Training and Inference Prompt

System Prompt. We have a simple system prompt at the
beginning of the dialogue:
A user wears AR glasses equipped with an intelligent as-
sistant. The AR glasses continuously receive streaming
video frames from the user’s viewpoint, enabling the as-
sistant to observe and provide real-time assistance in re-
sponse to the user’s queries when necessary. Below is
their dialogue, accompanied by streaming video frames
included in the user’s query.

In the following, we use [System] to denote it.
Frame Placeholder. In our training, each video frame is
initially encoded using frozen CLIP ViT. These encoded
frames are then projected into a language token-compatible
space through a learnable MLP. We use [F] to denote to-
kens per frame. In our paper experiments, the number of to-
kens per frame is |[F]| = 1 for fast training/validation and
parameters searching. For our demo, we use |[F]| = 10,
i.e. 1 CLS + 3 × 3 average pooled spatial token for better
vision understanding ability.
Streaming Dialogue Examples. To illustrate the streaming
dialogue format more clearly, we provide examples of train-
ing prompts from our generated COIN Dialogue Stream set
and our curated Ego4D Narration Stream set. In these ex-
amples, tokens related to the streaming objective are high-
lighted in blue, while tokens associated with the language
modeling objective are marked in orange. We ignored
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Figure 1. GPT-4V examples to real-time narration, with no prompting restriction (left) and strong prompting restriction (right).



some chat template strings (e.g., [INST], [/INST] in
Llama [9, 10]) for better visualization.

• COIN Stream Example:
[System]
User: The video is about to install ceiling fan. Please
remind me when the related action starts, summarizes
when it ends, as well as forecasts the next action.
[F][F]...[F][F]Assistant: Now doing the
step to close switch. Then try to install fan
tray.[F][F]...[F][F]Assistant: Just finished
the step to close switch. Then try to install fan tray.
[F][F]...[F][F]Assistant: Now doing the step to
install fan tray. Then try to install fans and lights.
[F][F]...

• Ego4D Narration Dialogue Stream Example:
[System]
User: Please watch the video and narrate the video in
real-time.
[F][F]Assistant: C walks around a
room.[F][F][F]Assistant: C picks up a wire
from the floor.[F][F][F][F]Assistant: C pulls out
a wire from a wall.[F][F][F][F][F]Assistant: C
looks around a room.[F][F]...

Benchmark Evaluation Prompt. For benchmark evalua-
tion, responses must adhere to a specific format. We in-
corporate an additional prompt in the user query for this
purpose, denoted as [BenchEval]:

Please answer briefly for benchmark evaluation, and may
use ; to separate different steps.

Additionally, we provide examples from all the bench-
marks on which we have conducted evaluations:

• COIN Step Recognition:
[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What was the previous step?[BenchEval]
Assistant: Take off the shell.

• COIN Task Summarization:
[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What task can summarize these
steps?[BenchEval]
Assistant: Cut and restore rope trick.

• COIN Next Step Forecasting:
[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What is the next 1 step?[BenchEval]
Assistant: Rotate body and accelerate the hammer.

• COIN Procedure Forecasting:

[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What are the next 5 steps?[BenchEval]
Assistant: Insert it into the crystal head; fixe it with a
crimping pliers; cut a certain length; insert it into the
crystal head; fixe it with a crimping pliers.

• COIN Procedure Forecasting with Task Goal:
[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What are the next 2 steps to hang wallpa-
per?[BenchEval]
Assistant: Wipe or polish the wall; crop the wallpaper.

• COIN Action Segmentation:
[System]
User: Please output the corresponding action of each
frame.[BenchEval]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]Assistant: Show the blank
paper.[F]Assistant: Show the blank pa-
per.[F]· · ·[F][F]· · ·[F][F]Assistant: Show
the money to the audience.[F]Assistant: Show the
money to the audience.[F]· · ·[F][F]· · ·

• Ego4D LTA:
[System]
[F][F]· · ·[F][F]
User: What are the next 20 steps?[BenchEval]
Assistant: apply flour; attach dough; knead dough; take
dough; put dough; remove dough; knead dough; take
dough; put dough; move dough; apply flour; knead
dough; take dough; put dough; move table; apply flour;
knead table; take dough; put dough; move dough.

B.3. Evaluation Scheme

We detail our methodology for evaluating performance on
existing benchmarks.
COIN Benchmarks. Following the approach in [5, 7, 14],
we report top-1 accuracy for the COIN benchmarks. A
unique challenge arises with Online-VideoLLM, as it pro-
duces outputs in natural language rather than class indices.
To address this, we employ a simple string matching tech-
nique: we compare the model’s language output with the
COIN taxonomy dictionary to assign class indices, which
are then used to calculate accuracy. Outputs not found in
the taxonomy dictionary are automatically considered in-
correct. For computing frame-wise accuracy in COIN ac-
tion segmentation mask, we apply a similar method.

For procedures involving multiple steps, we need to cal-
culate step-wise accuracy. We employ a straightforward
approach using string comparison to identify verb/noun in-
dices. As noted in our training prompts, actions are sep-
arated by a semicolon “;”. Thus, we split the model-
generated content using this delimiter to extract the texts
corresponding to the 20 steps.



Figure 2. Online narration demo of VideoLLM-online.

Figure 3. Online chatting demo of VideoLLM-online.

Ego4D LTA. The Ego4D LTA benchmark, as outlined
in [2], utilizes Edit Distance (ED) as its evaluation met-
ric, as described in [4]. ED quantifies the minimum num-
ber of operations needed to transform one string into an-
other. In contrast to previous works (e.g., [1–3, 6, 11, 13])
that used a classification paradigm and calculated ED based
on predicted verb/noun indices, our Online-VideoLLM sys-
tem, which exclusively generates text, presents challenges

in metric calculation. Additionally, the method we used for
evaluating on COIN Benchmarks is limited to producing re-
sults for either a single step or an overall procedure, not for
more complex text outputs.

To derive verb/noun indices from our model’s outputs,
we use a straightforward method involving string splitting
and comparison. As outlined in our training prompts, ac-
tions are separated by a semicolon “;”. We use this delim-



Method
COIN + Ego4D Stream Validation

LM-PPL↓ TimeDiff↓ Fluency↑

Per-frame Dial. 3.29 6.98 32.9%
LIVE 2.56 4.21 39.8%

Table 1. Joint training of COIN Dialogue Stream and Ego4D Nar-
ration Stream. LIVE consistently performs better than per-frame
dialogue method.

iter to split the model-generated content into the text for
each of the 20 steps. If the split results in more or fewer
than 20 steps, we adjust by adding ’none’ for padding or by
clamping the excess steps, respectively. Next, we construct
a dictionary that maps action text to their corresponding
verb/noun category indices, a task facilitated by the avail-
able taxonomy annotations. Finally, this dictionary is used
to convert the generated text into verb/noun category in-
dices, which are then employed to calculate the Edit Dis-
tance (ED).

C. More Results

Streaming Dialogue. As shown in Table 1, we evalu-
ate our model on joint COIN and Ego4D streaming set.
COIN Stream is built by our streaming dialogue genera-
tion method, while the Ego4D narration stream simulates
Ego4D annotators to write the narration while watching the
video [2]. From the table, we can see our method has
the similar language modeling ability (reflected by LM-
PPL) with the per-frame video-language dialogue format,
but achieves huge advantages in fluency and time differ-
ence, which suggests better support for streaming videos.
Demo Results with More Tokens. Figure 3 shows our
demo results, supported by model trained with 1 + 3 × 3
tokens per frame. Though we do not show evaluation per-
formance for more spatial tokens in our paper, we observe
their quantitative results are much better than 1 token. We
will update the results in our github repository.

D. Limitations

Our primary limitation lies in the inadequacy of high-
quality streaming dialogue data, which hinders its gener-
alization capability. The dialogues generated in our method
are derived from existing video datasets, which cannot cap-
ture the complex and varied requirements of real-world
users. We observe the method can overfit when training on
a small dataset. Our future efforts are scaling the method on
larger datasets [8, 12] or ASR texts in streaming video. Fur-
thermore, we also find that the spatial ability is not strong
due to its less spatial token. In the future, we will seek
better trade-off strategy to balance spatial and temporal di-
mensions in video streaming dialogue.
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